January 1956

1-11-56

[Unrelated to Incident]

1-12-56 Eng. #101 Plat #1 Peterson, W. Perry, Shriver, Kilklinney
Eng. #104 Plat #2 Botker, [illegible]
Eng. #104 900 Block, Broadview Ave 4:09 to 4:29PM
Eng. #101, 104, Truck #100 299 Leslie Lane 6:15 to 8:10PM
Glencoe assisted at this fire.
F. Freberg collapsed was given oxygen attended at fire
by Dr. Beers, Removed in car #99 to hospital,
receiving oxygen en route, Pronounced dead at
hospital by Dr. Lundstrom, [illegible] hurt
left leg, Botker with Freberg on roof when he
collapsed. [illegible] nail on finger of left hand.
Responding on fire, Chief Boylan, [illegible]
F. Freberg, J. [illegible], [illegible], [illegible], Lundgren

[Unrelated to Incident]